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A Wall Street Journal bestseller.For a police diver in Florida, solving a cold-case mystery

brings a serial killer out of hiding in a deep, dark thriller by the Wall Street Journal bestselling

author of The Naturalist.Sloan McPherson and the Underwater Investigation Unit have

discovered a van at the bottom of a murky Florida pond. Sealed inside the watery tomb are the

bodies of four teenagers who disappeared thirty years ago after leaving a rock concert. To

authorities, it looks like a tragic accident. To Sloan, it looks like murder. Every piece of evidence

is starting to connect to a string of cold case vanishings throughout Florida. Clue by clue, Sloan

navigates the warm, dark waters where natural predators feed, knowing that the most

dangerous one is still above the surface—nesting and dormant.But when a fresh young kill is

found in the Everglades, Sloan fears that her investigation has reawakened a monster. How

can she catch someone who’s a genius at hiding in plain sight? By acting as prey. The

dangerous gambit is working—only too well. She’s being lured into a deception of the

madman’s own design. Has Sloan set a trap for a serial killer? Or has he set one for her?

“A relentless nail-biter whether below or above the waterline. Even the setbacks are

suspenseful.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review)“Mayne’s portrayal of the Everglades

ecosystem and its inhabitants serves as a fascinating backdrop for the detective work. Readers

will hope the spunky Sloan returns soon.” —Publishers Weekly“Andrew Mayne has more than

a few tricks up his sleeve—he’s an accomplished magician, deep sea diver, and consultant, not

to mention skilled in computer coding, developing educational tools, and of course, writing

award-nominated bestselling fiction. They are impressive skills on their own, but when they

combine? Abracadabra! It’s magic…Such is the case in Mayne’s latest series featuring Sloan

McPherson, a Florida police diver with the Underwater Investigation Unit.” —The Big

Thrill“Andrew Mayne has dazzled readers across the globe with his thrillers featuring lead

characters with fascinating backgrounds in crime forensics. The plots are complex, with

meticulous attention to scientific and investigative detail—a tribute to the level of research and

study Mayne puts into every novel. A world-renowned illusionist with thousands of passionate

fans (who call themselves ‘Mayniacs’), Mayne applies his skill with sleight of hand and visual

distraction to his storytelling, thereby creating shocking twists and stunning denouements.” —

Authorlink“As I said before a solid follow up with thrilling action, especially the undersea

scenes and the threat of Big Bill. Here’s to more underwater adventures with the UIU.” —Red

Carpet Crash“As with the series debut, this book moved along well and never lost its

momentum. With a great plot and strong narrative, Mayne pulls the reader in from the opening

pages and never lets up. He develops the plot well with his strong dialogue and uses shorter

chapters to keep the flow throughout. While I know little about diving, Mayne bridged that gap

effectively for me and kept things easy to comprehend for the layperson. I am eager to see

what is to come, as the third novel in the series was just announced. It’s sure to be just as

captivating as this one!” —Mystery & Suspense Magazine“Mayne creates a thrilling plot with

likable yet flawed characters…Fans of detective series will enjoy seeing where the next

episodes take us.” —Bookreporter“Former illusionist and now bestselling author Andrew Mayne

used to have a cable series entitled Don’t Trust Andrew Mayne. If you take that same

recommendation and apply it to his writing you will have some idea of the games you are in for

with his latest novel titled Black Coral. Just when you think you might have things figured out,



Andrew Mayne pulls the rug out from under you and leaves you reeling in fits of delight.” —

Criminal Element“The pages are packed with colorful characters…its shenanigans, dark

humor, and low view of human foibles should appeal to fans of Carl Hiaasen and John D.

MacDonald.” —Star NewsAbout the AuthorAndrew Mayne is the Wall Street Journal bestselling

author of The Naturalist, Looking Glass, Murder Theory, Dark Pattern, and Angel Killer, as well

as an Edgar Award nominee for Black Fall in his Jessica Blackwood series. Black Coral is the

second book in his Underwater Investigation Unit series. The star of Discovery Channel’s

Shark Week special Andrew Mayne: Ghost Diver and A&E’s Don’t Trust Andrew Mayne, he is

also a magician who started his first world tour as an illusionist when he was a teenager and

went on to work behind the scenes for Penn & Teller, David Blaine, and David Copperfield.

Ranked as the fifth bestselling independent author of the year by Ebook Tops UK, Andrew

currently hosts the Weird Things podcast. For more on him and his work, visit

www.AndrewMayne.com.
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PRAISE FOR ANDREW MAYNETHE GIRL BENEATH THE SEA“Distinctive characters and a

genuinely thrilling finale . . . Readers will look forward to Sloan’s further adventures.”—

Publishers Weekly“Mayne writes with a clipped narrative style that gives the story rapid-fire

propulsion, and he populates the narrative with a rogue’s gallery of engaging characters . . . [A]

winning new series with a complicated female protagonist that combines police procedural with

adventure story and mixes the styles of Lee Child and Clive Cussler.”—Library Journal“Sloan

McPherson is a great, gutsy, and resourceful character.”—Authorlink“Sloan McPherson is one

heck of a woman . . . The Girl Beneath the Sea is an action-packed mystery that takes you all

over Florida in search of answers.”—Long and Short Reviews“The female lead is a resourceful,

powerful woman and we’re already looking forward to hearing more about her in the future

Underwater Investigation Unit novels.”—Yahoo!THE NATURALIST“[A] smoothly written

suspense novel from Thriller Award finalist Mayne . . . The action builds to [an] . . . exciting

confrontation between Cray and his foe, and scientific detail lends verisimilitude.”—Publishers

Weekly“With a strong sense of place and palpable suspense that builds to a violent

confrontation and resolution, Mayne’s (Angel Killer) series debut will satisfy devotees of

outdoors mysteries and intriguing characters.”—Library Journal“The Naturalist is a

suspenseful, tense, and wholly entertaining story . . . Compliments to Andrew Mayne for the

brilliant first entry in a fascinating new series.”—New York Journal of Books“An engrossing mix

of science, speculation, and suspense, The Naturalist will suck you in.”—Omnivoracious“A tour

de force of a thriller.”—Gumshoe Review“Mayne is a natural storyteller, and once you start this

one, you may find yourself staying up late to finish it . . . It employs everything that makes good

thrillers really good . . . The creep factor is high, and the killer, once revealed, will make your

skin crawl.”—Criminal Element“If you enjoy the TV channel Investigation Discovery or shows

like Forensic Files, then Andrew Mayne’s The Naturalist is the perfect read for you!”—The

Suspense Is Thrilling MeOTHER TITLES BY ANDREW MAYNETHE UNDERWATER

INVESTIGATION UNIT SERIESThe Girl Beneath the SeaTHE NATURALIST SERIESThe

NaturalistLooking GlassMurder TheoryDark PatternJESSICA BLACKWOOD SERIESAngel

KillerFire in the SkyName of the DevilBlack FallTHE CHRONOLOGICAL MAN SERIESThe

Monster in the MistThe Martian EmperorOTHER FICTION TITLESStation BreakerPublic

Enemy ZeroHollywood PharaohsKnight SchoolThe Grendel’s ShadowNONFICTIONThe Cure

for Writer’s BlockHow to Write a Novella in 24 HoursThis is a work of fiction. Names,

characters, organizations, places, events, and incidents are either products of the author’s

imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual

events is purely coincidental.Text copyright © 2021 by Andrew MayneAll rights reserved.No

part of this book may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form

or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without

express written permission of the publisher.Published by Thomas & Mercer, SeattleEbook

Tops, the Ebook Tops logo, and Thomas & Mercer are trademarks of , Inc., or its

affiliates.Cover design by Shasti O’Leary SoudantCONTENTSCHAPTER ONE BIG
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THE AUTHORCHAPTER ONEBIG BILLEveryone is looking at me funny.When I pulled up to

the scene of the accident in my truck, all eyes and flashlights were trained on the small lake

into which a car had nose-dived after flying off the highway and through a guardrail. Now the

police officers, fire rescue crew, and paramedics are staring at me like I’m about to be declared

prom queen and have pig blood dripping from me. From the grim look on the face of the Florida

Highway Patrol officer walking my way, I’m starting to think public humiliation might be better

than what he’s going to tell me.I feel the momentary panic I sometimes experience when I

arrive at the scene of an accident and fear that the face under the tarp might be my daughter,

Jackie; my boyfriend; or someone else I care about.But I left Jackie and Run back on the

houseboat when the call came in. Of course, I do have my other family members. My nephews

are starting to drive, and they possess the McPherson wild-child genes that I’m sure will be

causing my brother headaches soon.“Detective McPherson?” asks Corporal Finick.“Yes?” I

reply as I look around the scene. There’s a paramedic truck parked near the edge of the lake.

Three police cruisers and a fire truck wait on the roadway near the twisted guardrail. A set of

tire tracks ripped into the grass leads to a rocky embankment and the water below.Thirty feet

into the lake, I see the faint glow of a taillight from a submerged car. How the hell did it get that

far out?“Thirty minutes ago, the car went in. One victim was able to swim ashore. There’s a

second person trapped in the vehicle, presumably dead.”I hurry to the rear of the truck and

grab my diving gear. “Presumably?” I echo as he follows me.“The rescue crew wasn’t able to

get a closer look.”I spot the orange raft they use for water rescues at the edge of the water. Two

men are in it using poles to probe the water. That’s odd.“Has anybody been able to go down

there?” I ask.“You’re the diver on call. Where’s your backup?”“We haven’t hired them yet.” I pull

my wet suit over my shorts and top and zip it up. “So you need me to check inside the vehicle

and recover the body?”“Yes. We also need you to get photos and bag the body as quickly as

possible.”“Can’t you take photos with a camera on a probe?”“We, uh, dropped the underwater

camera next to the vehicle.”“I guess I’ll get that too.”I pull my tank onto my back and check my

mask. Another man walks over. He’s got a red beard and a Florida Fish and Wildlife jacket. I

remember his name: Chris Kaur.“You tell her the situation?” he asks.“I was about to,” replies

Finick.Fish and Wildlife got here fast. Hold on—I look over the mangroves at the far edge of the

lake and the lights in the distance. That would be the power station. There’s an outflow pipe



that runs straight from the station to the lake, connected by a channel at a narrow junction to

the north.“Wait. Is this Pond 65?” I ask.“Yeah, I was getting to that,” says Finick.I glance back at

the men on the raft and realize what they’re doing . . .They’re not probing the water for the

victim. They’re trying to keep the alligators from eating him.Pond 65 is a popular spot for our

local giant reptiles. They enjoy the warm water of the power station’s outflow and tend to

congregate here.“It can wait until morning,” says Kaur. “We can try to draw away and tranq any

that don’t cooperate. But I’ll need some time.”“Right,” replies Finick. “It’s just that . . .”I put the

pieces together. “The guy who got out alive says he wasn’t the driver, and you think he’s lying,

making this a homicide investigation.”“Getting the body before . . . before it gets tampered with

would be ideal. Bruising can tell us where they were sitting . . . assuming their skin’s still

intact.”“And not eaten by a gator. Got it. Anything else?”“Yeah,” says Finick. “Again, no pressure.

This car and the survivor are also suspected in two hit-and-runs. Both fatal.”“So he’s a

suspected repeat hit-and-runner and getting his passenger’s body out now is what could help

you nail him?” I grab my fins and walk to the edge of the water. “No pressure. Got

it.”“McPherson,” says Kaur, “there’s more to it.”“I’ve swum in alligator-infested waters, boys.

They don’t bother me; I don’t bother them.” Although I’m usually not trying to yank two hundred

pounds of human meat away from them.Florida has so many alligators that if you got rid of the

humans and only counted them, it’d still have a higher population than many other states. With

over a million of them in our waterways, if they were the ferocious man-eaters people thought,

then encounters would happen all the time. Instead, attacks are incredibly rare. Gators avoid us

as much as possible.I call out to the men in the boat, “Keep anything with a tail and teeth away

from me.” I point to their spotlight. “And keep the area lit.”I give my tank a last-minute

check.“Sloan!” Kaur calls out. “Hold up, you idiot.”“What? Time’s ticking, Chris. You guys got

pointy sticks. We’re good. Right?” He shakes his head.I glance out at the black water

illuminated by spotlights and get a buzzing-bee sensation in my stomach. “Don’t tell me . . .

pythons? Piranha? A grouper on the sex-offender list?”“Not quite.” He glances at Finick for a

moment, then back at me. “Three days ago, we tagged Big Bill five hundred feet from here.”“Oh

shit.” My mouth is suddenly too dry to make a seal with my regulator.There are alligators, and

there’s Big Bill. He’s to the species what Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson would be to humanity if

we were pygmy-size and Johnson were a cannibal.Fish and Wildlife estimates that Big Bill is

one of the largest gators in the wild, weighing in at approximately one thousand pounds. He’s

also nearly thirteen feet long.Big Bill runs free because it’s his God-given right and he’s never

hurt a person that we know of. Fish and Wildlife has, on the other hand, found carcasses of

other gators and even a manatee they suspect Bill took a chunk out of.I search the water for

any sign of the aquatic T. rex. “Um, any reason to think he’s here?” I ask, trying not to sound

nervous—and failing.“Other than the fact that there’s a human-size steak in the pond and all

this activity’s likely to draw his attention? No, none at all,” replies Kaur.While normal alligators

keep away from commotion like flashing lights and people splashing in the water, Big Bill is so

apex, he doesn’t care.One Fish and Wildlife crew spent a whole day trying to track him in a

canoe, only to realize that Bill had been following them the entire time . . . watching.“We got a

bunch of raw chickens delivered from Publix,” says Finick. “We can dump them in the far side of

the lake, park the raft at the channel entrance, and keep Bill out.”“Unless he’s already in here,”

says Kaur.“We don’t know that. Is your sorry ass the one going in?” asks Finick.“McPherson’s

handled worse. Punched sharks and fought off assassins, right?”Okay, Sloan. Think this

through. They can get the body in the morning—after it’s been gnawed on and dragged away

from the vehicle.“Your suspect . . . he’s a bad guy?” I ask Finick.“Likely. If we can’t nail him on

this, he goes free.”“And runs somebody else down,” I reply.“Not without a car,” says Kaur,



pointing to the taillights.“You can buy ’em now, I hear,” Finick snarls back. He directs his

attention to me. “It’s up to you. If you can’t do it, I understand. We’ll keep our guys out there and

try to push the alligators away until Kaur and his people can clear the area.”And lose time and

evidence.What’s my life worth? How much is my ego motivating me? Do I still feel the need to

prove I’m not some white trash girl from a dysfunctional family?I start to take my air tank

off.“Good call,” says Kaur.“No,” I tell him. “I’m free diving. I’m taking it off for speed.”“Oh shit,” he

murmurs.“Yeah, I know. I need a body pouch and a rope.” I hand him an underwater radio from

my bag. “Keep the antenna in the water. If we lose contact, don’t panic. Just wait for me to tug

three times on the rope.”“How long do we wait for you to come up?”“Seven minutes, then pull

my corpse up.”“Seven minutes?” he replies.“Yes, seven in this situation. But I like to keep it

down to two. Got it?”He rolls his eyes. I can tell what he’s thinking—that I’m an idiot. He’s not

wrong. But I’m an idiot who still has something to prove.There’s also the fact that if we don’t

convict the driver, the next time I pull up to a scene like this, it may not be my kid, but it will

definitely be someone’s child, and I will have failed to prevent it.I take a few deep breaths,

saturating my lungs, then step into the black water.CHAPTER TWOFREE DIVEDiving headfirst

into a Florida pond without knowing what’s down there is like running barefoot through a

junkyard; that’s why I never do it. In my years of diving Florida’s waterways, I’ve found

everything from department-store mannequins to an entire Airstream trailer in what looked like

an empty canal.Getting into and out of Pond 65 before Big Bill decides to investigate means

moving fast and bending some of my own rules about diving. I already broke the never-dive-

alone rule, but there’s not much I can do about that until my law enforcement unit brings

another scuba diver onboard.Kaur’s people are tossing raw chickens into the far end of the

pond. A bit of thrashing begins as the gators respond to the sound and start swimming over to

picnic. I take a few more steps into the water, and my booties reach the edge of the shelf where

the water gets abruptly deep. The outcropping I’m standing on is exactly the kind of formation

that can make for an overhang—the kind of place under which a gator like Bill likes to shove

his food for long-term storage.I try not to think about it and take a half-hearted leap, hoping I

don’t impale myself on a bunch of rusty javelins a high school track team decided to dump into

the water.Hey, it could happen.The tire tracks and rock embankment the car launched from are

to my left. I decided not to head directly from there because there’s something funny about the

way the car landed in the middle of the lake. It’s possible there’s a submerged concrete block

or barrels of toxic waste that the car skidded across. My gut says stay to the right, so I stay to

the right.I plunge all the way into the water with my hands outstretched. The light mounted to

the side of my mask gives me a good two feet of visibility in the murk, which allows me to see

almost to my wrists as I put on my fins.At least I’ll see Bill before I swim into his gullet—or what

kind of rock I’m about to hit before I smash into it.I kick hard with my fins, counting my strokes,

and head where I remember the car being located. So much of diving happens from memory.

You plot a course and keep kicking until you’re pretty sure you’ve reached the spot.“Sloan? You

okay?” asks Finick over the radio.I’d respond, but I’m holding my breath. Hopefully Kaur will

explain that to him.Given my inability to breathe underwater, now is not the time for a

conversation. I get that he’s nervous. I’m nervous. Everyone is nervous except for maybe Big

Bill.I kick once more and see the light from the overhead spotlights. The car is nose-first in the

muck with the trunk a few feet from the surface. The taillights are still on.I swim over the car

and catch as much as I can with the video camera strapped to the top of the mask. The back

window is completely blown out and the reason the car sank. No way there’ll be any survivors

in this wreck.I swim to the driver’s side and see the open window. The lucky bastard was able

to climb out of the car, probably while it was still sinking.I poke my head inside and check the



interior. The airbags are flopping around like flat jellyfish. I push the steering wheel bag aside

and feel a moment of relief when I don’t see a passenger. Then I get a look from a lower

angle.A young man—late teens, early twenties—floats above the passenger airbag, his back

pressed against the roof.He’s dead, and his face looks like it smashed into the windshield—

which he’s sticking halfway out of.“Sloan . . . ,” comes a garbled voice over the radio. No time or

air to respond.I get a look from the front. The victim’s sticking out in a precarious position, his

head placed perfectly for chomping.I linger a few moments longer, getting as many views with

the camera as I can, then unfurl the pouch to bag him. This all appears pretty cut-and-dried.I

keep a couple of dive weights in the pouch to make it easy to maneuver as I lay it on the hood

of the car and slide the body from the car into the bag’s opening.If you ever want to call

attention to yourself, go practice this at a public pool with a diving dummy like I have a hundred

times. My daughter calls it “Mommy doing her underwater hit-man thing.”While trying to put the

victim into the bag, I’m distracted by a distant metallic sound.“S—” goes my radio.Why are they

still trying to have a conversation with me?Suddenly the spotlight jerks.Damn it. Don’t they

know I’m working down here?Dumb girl. They’re not trying to get a status update. They’re

trying to warn you.A shadow passes overhead, and I realize they’re not moving the light.

Something is swimming through it.Something . . . big.I don’t look for him. Instead I go on

defense and pull the victim’s body in front of me as I back into the car, using it like a hermit

crab’s shell.The dark shape glides directly over the top of the car, and I feel it bump the body

bag.Damn. I don’t want him getting ahold of that. Although, all things considered, I’d rather he

take the dead body than my live one.Okay. Think fast. Bill is curious. He smells blood. Bill is

attracted to motion. I can move; the corpse can’t.Let’s change things.I take the rope attached to

my waist and tie it to the body bag. Now let’s give it three big tugs . . .Okay. Nothing.Let’s do it

again . . .Ouch! The body is ripped from my fingers. At first I think Bill grabbed it, but then the

rope is pulled taut. My colleagues are pulling it ashore—probably thinking it’s me.As the body

flies out of my line of sight, I get ready to leave the car, but my gut says wait a beat.A couple of

heartbeats go by, and my lungs gently remind me that I haven’t breathed in a few minutes. I

fight my own impatience.Wait, Sloan. Wait . . .HOLY CRAP! Bill’s toothy snout passes less than

a foot in front of me as he chases the body bag.His form is still passing me. It’s like waiting for

a train to go by—if that train could eat you.His massive tail slashes at the water, sending a

current so powerful it pushes me back.Wait a moment.Now!I kick off from the seat and circle to

the opposite side of the car from where Bill is heading, intending to take the shortest path back

to shore.I move my legs hard and send my body like a torpedo. No time to . . .BAM!I see stars.I

almost open my mouth to scream. Almost. I’m dazed.Where the . . . ?You’re underwater, Sloan.

You ran into something.Remember how you marveled at how the car made it so far into the

water? Remember how you decided it must have skidded across something that was at the

end of the stone embankment?This is that something. It’s a big something.Much bigger than a

car. It’s a van.You just ran into a van . . . underwater.From the look of it, this van has been here

awhile. It can wait. You can’t.SWIM!I push away from the van and swim for shore as fast as

possible. The radio crackles again, but I ignore it. I can hear metal banging as my colleagues

hit their poles together—either trying to warn me or annoy the heck out of Bill.I near the

shoreline and poke my head out of the water. The sound of the raft’s outboard motor roars

behind me, and I see a cop on the shore with a shotgun aimed at me . . . correction, aimed

over me.It’s a horrible weapon to use in this situation, but I don’t point that out between gulps of

air. I simply keep kicking for land.When I get a few feet away, men rush over and grab me. They

don’t even bother helping me to my feet; they just take me by the arms and drag me onto the

shore like a large fish . . . and keep dragging me across the slick grass.We’re ten feet in before



we finally come to a stop. When I roll over, I see the deputy with his shotgun trained on the

water. There’s a crack that sounds like a gunshot. But it’s not. It’s Bill’s gigantic tail slapping

against the water as he comes toward shore, then veers away at the last moment.He makes a

bigger wake than the raft.And then everything falls quiet. The lake is calm, and everyone’s

silent. Bill has gone down to sulk. We all catch our breath.I take a deep breath, then notice the

black shape to my left. It’s the body from the wreck. I barely give it another thought as I get to

my feet and take off my fins.I’m still thinking about the sunken van.My gut saved me several

times in the last few minutes. Now it’s telling me something else.This body wasn’t the only one

in the lake.CHAPTER THREEUIUMy boss, George Solar, is sitting next to me in a Florida

Department of Law Enforcement conference room in Miami across from Janet Marquez, chief

of investigations for the FDLE. While Solar, in his late fifties, is as energetic as anyone I’ve met

aside from my own father, Marquez, ten years his junior, seems tired of her job and doesn’t

hide her frustration well.At the moment she’s frustrated by us. Not George and me personally,

but the existence of our little agency, the Underwater Investigation Unit.The UIU was formed

six months ago, when the governor of Florida needed a quick response to a massive

corruption crisis and George stepped in with a solution—deputizing me and pulling himself out

of retirement.Our debut case was a doozy, tying together a massive drug-running operation,

public corruption, and renegade intelligence operatives. It’s sent several judges to jail, and the

repercussions are still being felt around the state.It would have been a career-making case

except that it happened before my new job began and when George’s was effectively

over.While the case proved the necessity of the UIU, since then people in other state agencies

have begun to ask whether our unit should be a onetime thing. For George, that prospect

means being put out to pasture. For me, it effectively equals unemployment. I got fired from my

last police job when the powerful people we were chasing put pressure on my superiors.Even if

I were offered my old job, I don’t think I could take it, given what happened. I thought members

of my police department would take a bullet for me; instead they pushed me under the bus. Or

at least that’s how it felt.“I’ll be blunt with you,” says Janet Marquez, directing her attention at

George. “Some people are asking if your unit’s even necessary.”“Would these be the same

people who had their thumbs up their posteriors while Bonaventure and his pals were bribing

judges left and right? If so, I’d love to talk to them.” George turns his head dramatically toward

the door. “Will they be attending this meeting?”If Marquez favors a blunt, bureaucratic

approach, George is a precision sniper. He doesn’t dance around, skirt, or soft-pedal the

point.“My point is that we’re considering making a recommendation to the governor that you

formally fall under the FDLE.” Marquez turns to me. “We could use you here. We need to

expand our diving program and could use your help with training.”“McPherson isn’t a police

diver,” says George. “She’s an investigator who happens to be really good at scuba diving.”“I

see,” says Marquez. “And what are you currently investigating?”“Right now, the UIU is working

on a series of burglaries along the Intracoastal Waterway,” says George.“Would this be the New

River Bandits? The kids stealing boat motors and fishing tackle?”“This would be the gang

breaking into yachts and stealing millions of dollars’ worth of navigation equipment,” replies

George.“Jurisdictionally, isn’t that coast guard or local police?”“If they want to put anybody else

on the case, they’re welcome to it. We also have several other active investigations. Four days

ago, we provided an assist to the Highway Patrol with a murder investigation.”“You mean

McPherson’s body retrieval?” asks Marquez.“It was more complicated than that,” says

George.Actually, his exact words to me when he found out were harebrained, imbecilic, and

outright stupid. We have that kind of working relationship.“That’s actually our case now,” says

Marquez.George ignores her. “The fact of the matter is that the UIU has expertise that other



agencies don’t have and, equally important, a mandate to investigate cases other agencies like

yours don’t have the manpower to look into.”“Like the New River Bandits? If the governor hadn’t

handed that to you, it would be with us,” she says.Actually, George dropped a whole stack of

cases in my lap when I signed up—unsolved ones that could potentially fall within our

jurisdiction. So far, we’ve only looked into a few and haven’t turned up any new leads. When

the New River Bandits popped up, the governor asked us to take it on, derailing everything else

we’d been working on.“You haven’t made it clear to me why you couldn’t do that from within the

FDLE,” she adds.“If we’re inside the FDLE, then what we investigate is left to your discretion,”

he replies.“So what you’re saying is that you want the UIU to be your own one-man

operation?”While George didn’t tell me to keep my mouth shut at this meeting, I’ve tried to do

so as a general policy, but Marquez’s jab at him is too much.“I think what my boss is saying is

that, just like in the past, the FDLE doesn’t have the resources to pay attention to everything

that needs paying attention to.”“You haven’t given me any examples,” she says evenly.I flash a

sidelong glare at George. What’s going on here? Does Marquez have more power than I

realize? Is she on some kind of commission that has authority over us? Maybe that’s it.“What

about Pond 65?” I ask.She thinks for a moment. “I already pointed out that’s our case. We

retrieved the car four days ago.”“I’m talking about the van.”“Van? There was nothing about a

van in the accident report.”“No. I mean the van that was already in the pond. What are the

FDLE’s plans for looking into that?”She looks to George. “What do I need to know about this

van?”“Exactly,” he replies. “What do you need to know about the van, other than that

McPherson referred it on to you and nothing has been done about it? The van is exactly why

the UIU exists. While you’re too busy taking over other investigations, you’re ignoring evidence

being handed directly to you. Like the goddamned van.” He shakes his head in frustration.“Can

you excuse me for a moment?” She rises without waiting for an answer.As soon as the door

closes, George turns to me. “What the hell is this van you’re talking about?”Nobody can bluff

like George Solar. He even had me thinking he knew about the van while he made a show of

getting irate with Marquez.“In the lake, I ran into a submerged van while retrieving the body. I

told Highway Patrol.”“And?”“They said there are hundreds of abandoned cars in canals.”“But

you already know this. What makes the van special?”“I don’t know. A feeling. I didn’t want to

bring it up until . . .”“Until they had a chance to do nothing about it?” He shakes his head like I

just failed a test. “Sloan. You’re not just a diver anymore. You’re a detective now. You need to

act like one. If your nose is telling you there’s something there, then you should have told

me.”“I . . .” I didn’t want to be wrong. “You’re right.”Marquez walks back in with a folder and

reclaims her seat. “I spoke to Finick at Highway Patrol. He has high praise for you, McPherson.

But he said that the van was likely abandoned and not worth the effort to pull from the water. It

would be too far down in the muck.”I take my own folder out from my briefcase and lay a photo

from Google Earth on the table. I’ve drawn a grid on the lake showing where the car was pulled

from and where I ran into the van.George inspects the map and lets out a laugh. “Finick is a

good cop, but I don’t think he paid much attention to this one.”“What do you mean?” asks

Marquez as she stares at the map.“You don’t push a van into a lake and have it get out that far.

You have to drive it. Fast,” says George. “If there’s nobody in the van, then someone has one

hell of a story to tell. My bet is that we probably have a missing-persons case that could be

solved and some family’s minds put to rest if we put in the effort. And since you’re too busy to

look into it, I think you’ve made the case for the UIU.”“We’ll see,” she says.As we walk back to

George’s truck, he mutters under his breath, “There’d better be a body inside that van, or it’s

gonna be mine.”“I didn’t mean to . . .”He waves off my apology. “You mentioned the van. Now

we’re stuck with the van. Speaking of stuck, how the hell are you going to get it out of the



canal?”“So now the van’s my problem?”“Well, you and your pirate father. He certainly knows a

thing or two about pulling worthless debris out of the water.”Harsh, but true.CHAPTER

FOURWRECKBig Bill is watching me, and he’s pissed. My herpetologist friends would insist

that an American alligator doesn’t make the same kind of mental connections an ape like me

makes, but as he sits there on the bank, his snout muzzled and body wrapped in the rope the

Fish and Wildlife trappers used to snare him, he seems to know that I’m the reason for all

this.My hat is off to George for being able to pull the resources together to carry out this

salvage operation. The only downside is, since word spread that Fish and Wildlife was going to

trap Big Bill ahead of the van recovery, the media has shown up in force. There are news

trucks and photographers lined up along the highway, taking photos and doing live broadcasts

next to the giant crane we rented. But all their attention is on the massive reptile.Poor Bill looks

like a dinosaur in a museum display. The worst part is that, for Big Bill’s safety, they’ll probably

have to relocate him so that opportunistic poachers can’t hunt him as a trophy kill.While Bill,

George, and I are stressed out, my dad’s having a field day. Having engineered this salvage

operation, he’s bouncing around and pep-talking the crew like an overly excited director getting

ready to shoot his next feature film.I guess it is a bit of a show for him. However, if we pull the

van from the pond and find it’s empty like the Highway Patrol claimed it will be, it’ll be a terrible

show for George and me in front of the media. The UIU got its start with a flashy case, but we

could go out with a fizzle just as quickly.My daughter, Jackie, asked if she could come. I regret

telling her no, but I didn’t want her to deal with the pressure of watching her mom swim in

alligator-infested waters and god knows what else I might find. I also try to keep her dad—my

boyfriend, Run—as far away from all this as possible. Which I’ve failed at spectacularly so

far.“You about ready, ma’am?” asks Scott Hughes. He’s a former navy diver who did a stint with

the Fort Lauderdale Police Department. He’s also UIU’s hire number three, as of yesterday.A

shade taller than me, he’s squat and muscular and still sports the clean-shaven scalp from his

navy days. He’s also retained his southern manners.“It’s Sloan or McPherson,” I tell him. “Pick

one. Call me ma’am again and I’ll stab you. Got it?”“Yes, m—McPherson.”I turn around so he

can check my tank, after which he spins so I can inspect the valves on his. Not surprisingly,

everything is in perfect order.I couldn’t ask for a more ideal dive partner, which has me worried.

Hughes is precise like a robot—a robot bound to notice that I tend to wing it more than I

should.I started breathing compressed air before I could read. Coming from a family of treasure

hunters and salvagers, diving is second nature. It also means that my bad habits are deeply

ingrained. I’m not sure how my new partner’s military precision will work alongside my leap-first/

think-never mentality.Maybe that’s what George intended by hiring him. Perhaps Hughes is

really here to be my babysitter and keep me from doing stupid things like free diving among

giant gators. Or maybe Hughes is the expendable one who’ll take those risks . . . I need to find

out if George has a secret grudge against the man.“Check,” I say to Hughes, then call over to

my dad. “Go ahead, Robert!”Dad calls to the crane operator, who lowers the cable with the

weighted straps into the water over the van. After he gives Hughes and me a thumbs-up, we

start wading into the water. George is already in a flat-bottom Fish and Wildlife boat, along with

Chris Kaur. While Kaur wields a rifle loaded with tranquilizer darts, George has his hunting rifle

across his lap.Just because Big Bill is tied up like Houdini on the shore doesn’t mean that his

friends we couldn’t catch aren’t still lurking about. Everyone’s on edge. Even Dad’s expression

has changed now that I’m in the water . . . despite all we’ve been through. Or maybe because

of it.I downplayed the retrieval operation to my mother, like I do with everything else. After their

divorce, she lost her enthusiasm for all things maritime, so I try not to get her too worried about

my misadventures.“Ready?” I ask Hughes as we reach the drop-off.“Affirmative.”“Just an FYI.



We’re on an outcropping. If there’s a gator den in this pond, right below us is the likely

location.”“Noted.”When you think of burrowing animals, alligators don’t come to mind, but

they’re probably the largest animal—next to bears—that alters their environment to create a

habitat.Alligators will dig into the dirt below the waterline and tunnel as far back as fifteen feet,

creating a chamber large enough for them to turn around inside. With a gator the size of Big

Bill, that’s a serious lair.When we pass by the lakes and waterways where alligators live, we

tend not to think about what’s really down there. There could be an entire network of

underwater caverns beneath our feet. Some days you go out with a tracker and don’t spot a

single alligator. It’s not because they’re somewhere else—it’s because they’re sitting on the

bottom or resting in their burrow, digesting their latest meal or watching over their brood.We

dive in and start swimming toward the floats over the van. Nothing grabs us from behind . . . not

that I really expected that to happen. The den is a place to retreat to, not generally a hiding

spot to attack from.Visibility is still garbage, but it’s much better in daylight than when I first

dived into the lake.Hughes is to my left and keeping pace with me. Periodically he rotates and

checks behind us. This is a sign of a diver who has swum in shark-infested waters. Big ones

like great whites or bulls like to ambush when you’re not looking. When I tell people that a

shark knows if you’re looking at them, they tend not to take me seriously. I’ve seen it firsthand.

Some divers even paint eyes on the back of their masks. I’m not sure if that gives the sharks

pause or makes them laugh so hard they give up.While we don’t have to worry about sharks

this far inland, there are other threats, like unaccounted-for alligators, large constrictor snakes,

small venomous snakes, and the occasional American crocodile. Even the much-rarer Nile

crocodile. Of all reptiles, venomous snakes excluded, I’d least like to encounter the Nile

crocodile. They kill more people every year than just about any other animal that’s not a snake.

Fortunately, we’ve found only a handful of them in South Florida. Most likely they were

escapees from a private zoo—of which Florida has more than its share.Hughes holds his

hands out and glides to a stop. The bright-yellow material of one of the lifting straps is floating

before us. Beyond it, the brown hulk of the van has become visible.I point to my right, and

Hughes follows as we swim around the van to get a look at the whole vehicle. Its surface is

covered by algae, making it impossible to see through the windows. The doors all remain

tightly shut, and the van’s stuck in the muck past its hubcaps. We make our way to the back of

the vehicle, and I start to dig in the mud above where its trailer hitch would be located.The plan

is to use the crane to lift the rear of the van high enough to get the straps around the vehicle’s

body, then pull the whole thing ashore, where the FDLE forensic team can open it and examine

the interior.While I pull handfuls of mud away, I wonder how the van sank so deeply with all the

windows and doors shut tight.Hughes taps me on the shoulder and takes over the digging. As

he burrows, I grab the rails of the ladder on the back of the van and peek over the top.There’s

my answer. The van has a small bubble dome on top that’s been cranked open a few inches.

That’s all it would take. As the water rushed in through the pressure-relief valves designed to

keep your ears from popping every time you slam your door shut, the air was pushed out

through the top of the van, causing it to sink quickly instead of float.When I look back, Hughes

has the trailer hitch exposed. I hand him a yellow strap, and he attaches it to the frame. We

swim back a few yards and surface.“Tell Robert to lift it,” I say to George after pulling the

regulator from my mouth.The crane’s motor shifts into gear, and the cable grows taut. The

operator, an old friend of my dad’s named Mel Bracket, who has a mustache like a walrus, is a

pro at this kind of thing and doesn’t force it.After moving it a few inches, Mel lets the cable go

slack for a moment, then revs the crane again. The marker on the cable rises a few inches as

the lake bottom starts to lose its grip on the van and whatever secrets lie inside.After the cable



has risen another half meter, Hughes and I dive back down. I grab one end of a strap, and he

grabs the other. We slide it under the back and to the front of the van in unison instead of one

of us swimming underneath. That would be stupid—the kind of thing a McPherson does when

nobody’s watching.We get the strap into place, and Hughes cinches it tight while I get the next

one ready. Two minutes later the van is wrapped like . . . well, like Big Bill.Hughes and I surface

and swim away from the van. Dad gives the signal, and the crane slowly begins to lift the entire

vehicle. I catch a glimpse of the parting water out of the corner of my eye. It reminds me of a

submarine surfacing.Once we get to shore, Hughes and I have our fins and tanks off before

anyone can reach us to lend a hand. We turn back around in time to see the van emerge from

the water.Mel lets it hover over the lake for a few minutes. Muddy water gushes out from the

undercarriage as the van begins to drain. Suddenly Big Bill is no longer the most interesting

photo op. Camera operators and reporters line up against the barrier to watch the old vehicle

as it floats over the lake, ready to reveal its mysteries.I tell myself that the best outcome is an

empty van, because that means nobody died. But the cruel reality is that, from a professional

standpoint, there’d better be a body in there to justify this massive expenditure of state

resources.We finally get the van over land, and Mel sets it down gently on a large blue tarp.

Two technicians in white hazmat suits go to the back doors with crowbars and start to pry them

open.Strategically, the van was placed so that its back faced away from the news crews and

cameras. Hughes and I walk around to get a better look. A crowd of law enforcement officials

gathers around us at the edge of the tarp.The doors swing open. There’s not a body inside.

There are four.CHAPTER FIVESALVAGEAlthough I’m the one who found the van, pushed for it

to be investigated, and helped pull it from the water, I’m simply another bystander now as

FDLE’s forensic unit swarms over it, taking photos, looking for the VIN, and cleaning the muck

from the license plate. While UIU is an independent agency, we don’t have a forensic unit. We

have to rely on Marquez’s good graces to give us the help we need.Thankfully, despite our

contentious meeting, she’s made a sincere effort to supply us with the needed personnel. And

right now it looks like it was a good bet on her part.The moment the techs opened the van, the

four sets of skeletal remains on the floor were unmistakable for what they were. Despite having

spent years underwater, clothing, hair, and even shoes remained visible on some of

them.Sealed inside the van with only the small vent open at the top, they weren’t predated

upon by larger animals or shifted by currents. Instead, they were left to slowly decompose over

the years in their metallic tomb.You normally make such discoveries only in sunken submarines

or ships with sealed compartments. Even so, those almost always occur in salt water, in which

entirely different ecosystems govern decomposition.To be clear, these bodies have

decomposed, but not in the way a body normally does when submerged in a Florida canal.Our

state’s history is replete with stories of bodies being found underwater in odd circumstances.

For more than a century, human remains have been found in Lake Okeechobee, sometimes

several dozen at a time. The bodies appear to have been buried when parts of the lake were

above water, suggesting that they came from a much older civilization. Which, considering that

there are Florida artifacts dating back over ten thousand years, means they could have died at

any point over a ridiculously long period of time.Unfortunately, the heyday for finding skeletal

remains in Lake Okeechobee came long before modern forensic methods of dating existed, let

alone DNA technology. Sooner or later a body will turn up and someone like my PhD adviser,

Nadine Baltimore, will give us a fuller picture.“What’s going on?” asks George as he appears

next to me.I point to the techs in their white suits. “They’re not saying anything.”A kneeling

technician is using a brush and water bottle to clean the mud off the rear license plate. We all

lean in as the letters and numbers are revealed.George already has his phone to his ear.



“Sierra Quebec Tango four one three,” he recites into the phone.Leave it to George to already

have someone from the DMV on the phone. Or is it? I look over at the pool of reporters for his

girlfriend, Cynthia Trenton. She’s not with them. Instead, I find her on the side of the crane

that’s away from the crowd, typing on her laptop with her earbuds in. She glances over in our

direction and gives George a thumbs-up.“Leaking to the press already?” I ask George.“Asking

Florida’s best crime reporter for background,” he corrects me. “FDLE will use the new database

system, and it’ll take them an hour to realize they need to use the older system. Meanwhile, I

can already tell you the names of the victims.” He pauses for a moment, then speaks into the

phone. “You know, honey, you can’t run their names until we talk to the families . . .”I can hear

her blistering response and see the look on her face from a distance as she explains to George

that she doesn’t need a lecture in journalistic integrity from him. Watching an award-winning

journalist chastise George is one of the perks of the job.George puts down the phone and

mutters, “That woman.”Scott Hughes tries to pretend he didn’t overhear the whole exchange.

The poor guy has no idea what he’s gotten himself into with the two of us. God knows what

George told him to lure him from Fort Lauderdale PD to our unit.“Well,” I ask George, “what did

she say about the van?”George points to the bodies being photographed by the techs and says

in a low voice, “Four teenagers went missing in February 1989, in a van with these plates, after

going to a rock concert. It was in the news for a few weeks, but eventually investigators decided

the kids ran away. They’d had a couple of drug-possession charges and came from

dysfunctional homes. Except for one. Straight-A student, but rumors of depression.”“Just like

that?” I ask. “Case closed?”“They’d executed Ted Bundy a month prior, and I guess people

were sick of those kinds of stories. It was easier for the parents to believe the kids would come

home than that something bad happened. Although something like this wasn’t ruled out. Hold

on.” George checks his phone. “She sent some more stuff. Police searched the canals between

the concert and their homes and found nothing. Hmm. I think I remember that.”Pond 65 is

between here and nowhere. “What venue?”“Black Coral Amphitheater. They shut it down years

ago. It’s probably a Walmart now.” He takes another look at the bodies in the van as a tech

starts to cover the back opening with clear plastic. “Anyway, assuming that’s them. Oh, look

who decided to show up.” George nods to the road, where Janet Marquez is climbing out of an

SUV.“How much you wanna bet she was waiting at the nearest Starbucks to find out if there

was a body?”“You’re learning. Oh crap! Follow me. She knows too.” George grabs me by the

arm and starts pulling.I’m about to ask why, then realize that Marquez is making a beeline

straight for the reporters. Damn it. She’s about to put the FDLE stamp all over this.I’m still in my

dive suit and booties, which aren’t meant for jogging, but I do my best to keep up with George.

Scott Hughes is somewhere behind us, probably trying to figure out what kind of mental cases

he’s working for.Heading off Marquez isn’t about claiming credit. Well, it’s not only about that.

Now that bodies have been found, FDLE will want to take the credit and the investigation away

from us, which would be okay in theory . . . but in reality, it’ll pretty much mean closing the case

and moving on. Which is probably what we’d do anyway, but UIU needs the credit for this

one.When George has to go before the state senate and explain who the hell we are, we need

some wins on our record—especially because we put some of their major donors behind

bars.Marquez is nearing the press. We’re not going to be able to intercept her in time without it

being awkward. I briefly consider yelling to Mel to use the crane to knock the woman into the

lake—better yet, drop her next to Big Bill, who only has the attention of two Fish and Wildlife

trackers.Just as Marquez is rounding the base of the crane and stepping onto the grass in front

of the press, a miracle happens: Cynthia Trenton materializes out of nowhere and stands in

front of her with a recorder.Marquez stops cold. Trenton’s a recognized journalistic figure, after



all. Before Marquez can tell her that she’ll be making her statement to the whole crowd,

Cynthia is throwing a barrage of questions her way. I can’t hear them from here, but from the

look on Marquez’s face, I can assume that Cynthia asked her point-blank about the missing

kids—something Marquez probably doesn’t even know about yet.George pulls a pair of reading

glasses from his pocket and hands them to me. “Put these on.”“What?” I ask.“Just shut up and

put them on.”I oblige, and he takes a brief second to assess the look. Through blurry lenses, I

see him nod his head. “Good enough. Your hair is wet, and you still got a red mark where the

mask was . . . but I think it’ll work.”“For what?”“If I’m going to put you on TV, I still need to use

you for undercover work.”“Wait, what?”George is ten yards away from the press and already

has his hands up in the air, calling attention to himself while Cynthia runs interference with

Marquez. His gravelly voice booms, “Ladies and gentlemen, the Florida Underwater

Investigation Unit will have a fuller statement later today, so I can only give you a brief

comment about Inspector McPherson’s case. First off, the UIU would like to thank the Florida

Department of Law Enforcement for their forensic assistance. The facts are that we have

recovered bodies in the van. We believe we know their identities but are awaiting more forensic

testing. If that’s confirmed, we won’t be releasing that information until we’ve had a chance to

talk to the families. I hope you understand. We can’t risk any leaks, given the sensitivity of the

matter. I think you can all relate. The last thing anyone wants to hear is some bureaucrat on TV

telling them their family member is deceased.”
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Mike Nemeth, “What mysteries lurk in the deep?. In Sloan McPherson, author Andrew Mayne

(make that New York Times bestselling) developed a strong backstory that would appear to
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Investigator Unit collection makes it all the more compelling. She's pushing 30 (about the time

she can't trust herself) and the product of an aquatic environment. Her dad raised the family on

the waves ferreting out submerged treasure and other waterlogged objects that have value to

those mostly stuck on land. She worked her way into studying for a doctorate in archeology

and into the police detective business. This novel starts with Sloan taking her chances in a

pond known for a preponderance of alligators to recover a recently submerged vehicle. One

person survived. The other she found dead. But what really intrigued Sloan isn't the recent

pond resident. Hold that. She didn't much care for the beast of an alligator she got awful close

to while helping affix the tow strap to the car. While underwater she spied another vehicle. A

van that looked like it had been submerged for some time. And this one looked sealed up. It

was a mystery awaiting a big reveal. The unveiling turned up four dead bodies and an end to

an open missing people case. But Sloan felt there was more even when told to leave it alone.

She didn't. Clues pointed to a far more nefarious situation. Mayne has a way of hooking me into

his stories. I've been a fan for awhile now. And he tied this series into another of his. I

appreciated the detail, although it's quite small.”

Julie D., “A year?!!?. Argh how am I gonna last a year without more of this story?!!? My only

wee disappointment, and that is maybe not the right word but my copyeditor hat is off for the

night and I'm exhausted probably from holding my breath for the last twenty or so pages but

also hyper because of the last twenty pages--and I had already had read the end first! (Don't

ask. But yeah I do. It has to do with being an editor and if I find myself losing sight of the

puppet strings and truly becoming invested, I read a few pp of the end to make sure that one,

it's worth it, and two, it doesn't make me want to throw it in the airport trash, which is what I did

after reading The Notebook during a layover. Last book I read through blind. Only undamaged

book I've ever binned. So worth it.) Curiously, I find I enjoy doing both, admiring the puppet

strings while letting the story suck me in. And I only read a few pp, honest, so it ruins nothing.

The opposite, actually. Anyway what the hell was I saying!? Oh yeah. I would love more

archeology to geek on. That's all! Just a pinch of Ruth Galloway or Wesley and Neil. But note

the five stars. Read the first book first. This is a damn fine baby series that I hope keeps

growing.”

Colonel D, “Another page turner from Andrew Mayne but surprisingly lacking in under water

action. In his follow up to “The Girl Beneath the Sea” Andrew Mayne brings back Sloan

McPherson; the South Florida police detective whose specialty is retrieving evidence and

investigating crimes that occur under water. You really need to read the first book as Mayne

devotes a lot of time to character development; Sloan is the daughter of a famous (infamous?)

treasure hunter, is a single mom with an interesting back story, and has a smuggler uncle

currently serving time in prison. Her colorful family at times plays a role in helping her with her

case(s), more on that later. “Black Coral” picks up not long after the events of TGBTS and

Sloan is now a ‘detective’ in the newly formed Underwater Investigation Unit under the Florida

Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE). Her boss, George Solar is a crusty old PD detective

(with his own baggage) who was lured out of retirement in book one and the duo is now a trio

with the addition of a new recruit, Scott Hughes who is a former USN diver turned cop. The

discovery of a submerged van with human remains sparks a broader investigation into a

prolific serial killer. There’s also a subplot about some thieves robbing high-end yachts that is

solved about halfway through the book. Mayne does his usual fine job telling the story and

keeps you engaged and turning the pages. Sloan continues to take some improbable risks



and demonstrates some questionable judgement but she’s no worse than a lot of fictional

protagonists in the ‘thriller’ genre. “Black Coral” was a quick read and I enjoyed it quite a bit

and am looking forward to “Sea Storm” which Amazon shows as the next in the series. I

deducted one star because for a book that’s about an ‘underwater’ investigation unit very little

of the action in “Black Coral” takes place under the water. 85-90% of this adventure unfolds on

dry land which takes away from the unique elements of operating in the ocean and Sloan’s

special skills as a diver which I think is a mistake. There are tons of “Silence of the Lambs”

wannabees out there so I don’t know why Mayne would downplay one of the elements that set

his series apart. Author Barbara Nickless takes a similar turn with her Sydney Rose Parnell

series about a railroad detective who by book number four no longer works for the railroad

making her just another cop...why? My other disappointment is the absence of Sloan’s shady

convict uncle and sparsepresence of her treasure hunting dad. Mayne spent a lot of energy in

building these characters up in book one and they are very interesting so why he wouldn’t

capitalize on them in this tale is a mystery to me. Hopefully they have more of a role in his next

novel.”

NickB, “Yep - another rock solid story.. So, the two high points of my year so far - getting my

first Covid jab and unexpectedly getting Black Coral that I had ordered the day it was

announced last year suddenly appear on my Kindle yesterday. It was a shame as I had the

next 24 hours planned out but nothing that couldn't wait and once again read an Andrew

Mayne Book cover to cover. Others have given thorough reviews covering the plot outline and

characters so I won't repeat that. I have read all this author's work and watched over the years

a writing style become more and more 'honed'. While it is in no way necessary I am glad I

have read this authors work as they have been published as I can feel them starting to fit

together - or perhaps that's just me. There are now three 'strands', Jessica Blackwood books

where the question for me is how was this done, Theo Cray which are all about the application

of leading edge science and 'connections' to investigation and now Sloan McPherson which is

combination of a life time of experience around water and complex police work. The UIU

series feels closest to traditional 'police/detective work' and from a UK perspective it is

interesting to see the interdepartmental politics of American police work fighting for publicity

and hence funding. At first I couldn't see where the plot was going and it took a little time for

me to see the strands start to weave together and the bigger plot emerge. There is nothing

'wasted' in this writing, no padding, it is smooth, complex, constantly moving forward, doubling

back and moving forward again, it is a detailed investigative story but never at the expense of

dehumanising the characters. It could so easily be sterile but it is anything but. A couple of

parts I found a little predictable, of course the alligator was going to turn up, if the 'killer' is

revealed 2/3's of the way through a book it is probably a mistake and of course Sloan is going

to be put in jeopardy at the end - but all these enrich rather than distract and it would be a

pretty bland story if nothing actually happened. I can only imagine but I suspect the reason the

author's books come quite slowly is that each must require a considerable amount of research.

This isn't an author who churns out an 'International Best Seller' every month and you find its

actually pretty much the same book as the 101 others. I feel I am being treated as an

intelligent reader worthy of the effort of sharing a lot of real world 'context' and I really

appreciate that - it feels 'believable'. So now it is waiting impatiently for the forthcoming Jessica/

Theo crossover book and yes, I pre ordered that as soon as it was announced, and just pre-

ordered the next Sloan book. I had worried that the author had left Jessica Blackwood behind

which would have been tragedy as she is still one of the most interesting characters I have



encountered in detective/mystery fiction and, at risk of being too demanding... but... what the

heck, since Theo gets a passing mention in Black Coral how about a three way cross over in

the future?”

U4ea, “Brilliant. I got this book because I enjoy thrillers, I've studied Oceanography and I'm a

Scuba Diver. It was a no brainer for me, but it works on a number of levels. After getting the

book I saw that it was the second in series and wondered whether I should read that one first,

but I didnt, and I may not now as I'm keen to proceed with the series.There are what some

would see as disgracefully graphic incidents in the plot line, but they are integral to the story

and the author deals with them appropriately without over traumatizing them.Thank you

Andrew Mayne for an enjoyable read that really made me feel I was there trying to crack this

case.”

EmmaG, “Bring on More Sloan!. Cracking little read.Love the fact that we're taken away from

the usual cities that murders occur in and basically there is Murder in Paradise.Sloan is such a

spunky character, you can't help but love her drive and tenacity.The introduction of Hughes

was great, as he balances the relationship between Sloan and George.What will she get into

into next ... ?!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Better and better.. The second UIU novel by Andrew Mayne may be his

best yet. Slightly more accessible than his Theo Cray novels, but genuinely exciting with

characters you can believe in and enough techie stuff to feel as though he's really researched

all aspects of his subject. I'm looking forward to the next one.”

StoneD, “A thoroughly enjoyable read. Andrew Mayne is a new author for me. Being an ex-

SCUBA diver, his previous book "The Girl Beneath The Sea" which introduces this series of

the Underwater Investigation Unit appealed to me and I enjoyed it, so thought I'd try this

sequel. Really good. I found myself looking forward to having some time each morning and

evening to read. Now have to wait 12 months to March 2022 for the next book in the series. I

will have to check out Andrew's other books in the meantime (he's written at least 15 novels

plus half a dozen novellas and a couple of non-fiction).”

The book by Andrew Mayne has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 8,117 people have provided feedback.
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